**NEVIS POULTRY PRODUCTION**

**Opportunity Description**

To establish a processing plant for broilers with the capacity to increase the amount as market demands and to decrease the dependency on imported chicken. The project also entails a hatchery for chicks and egg production.

For this initiative, the following requirements are needed:

- Broilers
- Chicks
- Growing Barns
- Feed
- Hatchery Operations
Investment Factsheet

Location

This particular farm will be located on Nevis, at a cool and comfortable elevation.

Assets Description

The investor can explore the available real estate options to develop the project.

Market

Ideally positioned in the Eastern Caribbean as the sole supplier of chicks. The ideal investor can explore the possibilities for upscale chicken production.

Incentives Available

Agriculture land rental/leasing, government concessions such as import duty/VAT and other applicable incentives for chicks and equipment.

Additional information is available at mailto:www.info@investnevis.org or 869-469-0038.